The EasyscrApp Portal
The EasyscrApp Portal is a virtual marketplace specifically designed to transact
direct and tailored business within the scope of the ferrous, non-ferrous and plastic
commodity trade. A dedicated app for smartphones and tablets will also become
available.
This is not just any virtual marketplace – this is an innovative, comprehensive,
highly customisable tool that enables its users to set up their own virtual office and
transact business safely, anytime, anywhere.
The EasyscrApp Home Page represents an actual window wide open to the scrap
market world. Industry-related news, market trends, LME graphics and sea or road
freight fares are featured on dedicated pages.
Keeping up to date with the latest news, and monitoring of market trends has
never been easier.

Thanks to this platform
the whole recycling world is just a click away.

Target Users
This is a member-only portal developed to bring together all of the professionals
actively operating in the scrap metal and scrap plastic recycling industry regardless
of their location.
By virtue of this distance-nullifying tool, a strong and close-knit network of
professionals will be built with a view to developing long-term, solid and fruitful
business partnerships.
EasyscrApp has been specifically designed to serve the needs of the following users:
Recyclable metal, non-metal and plastics waste & scrap generators
Scrap metal and scrap plastics end users and recycling facilities that process waste or
secondary raw materials
Traders and facilitators
Freight forwarding companies and carriers that offer logistics services (i.e. road
transport, sea freight, rail transport, etc.) and provide assistance with customs
clearance procedures as well as any and all freight-related matters
Inspection and quality control agencies

In the firm belief that a successful undertaking emerges as a result of a refined
simplicity, great efforts were made to generate as intuitive, user-friendly and
straightforward a tool as possible.

Structure & Working Principles
User Registration & Special Features

Services

This is a member-only platform

Market news

Quick and easy user registration via SSL connection

Latest market price graphs

Top quality, utmost reliability and credibility of registered
companies and users guaranteed

Ocean freight, road or rail transport rates available upon
request

Members’ activities and credentials are constantly monitored
and verified so as to ensure that business is transacted in the
safest possible way and an unparalleled service is rendered

Quality inspection & certification service quotes for shipments
available upon request

Limited-time offers can be created

Full logistics, inspection and quality control services offered
by our certified partners

Users can set up their own blacklist if they do no wish to
interact in any way with any of their competitors

Fast-response, competent customer care assistance and
technical support throughout a whole transaction

Event notifications are generated and e-mailed automatically

After-sales assistance
Highly customisable platform. Its features can be tailored to
just any user’s needs

Purchasing & Selling
Possibility to showcase products for sale by adding
customised descriptions, uploading pictures, chemistry and
technical data sheets
Business is transacted in an auction-like mode

Benefits
User-friendly platform
Carefully selected users and industry key players with proven
reliability

Buyers and sellers do business directly

Transactions are concluded safely while deal-making
becomes easier and faster

Real-time deals can be concluded

No facilitators in-between

Binding Sales & Purchase Agreements are generated
automatically and submitted to the parties as soon as a
transaction is concluded

The most comprehensive, ever-growing product range
available

Offers are constantly updated
Complete transaction history available

The scrap metal and plastics market world is finally just a
click away
Markets and users are continually monitored and kept an eye
out for
Very reasonable service costs

For more information visit www.easyscrapp.com

Are you ready for the ultimate scrap metal & scrap plastic trading platform experience?

It’s fast,
it’s safe,
it’s easy.
It’s EasyscrApp

5 W 19th Street, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10011 - USA

Skype: EasyscrApp

Tel. +1 469-795-7745

